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 Very short answers 

1) What is the general name of the microorganisms such as bacteria and fungi which break 

down plant and animal matter? 

A) Decomposers 

2) What name is given to the branchy part of a tree above the stem? 

  A) Crown 

3) Name the topmost layer of the forest. 

 A) Canopy 

4) Name the dark colored substance formed by the action of decomposers on dead plant 

leaves’ 

A) Humus 

5) Which type of organism always occur occurs at the first step in every food chain. 

A ) Autotroph 

6) Which of the following=g help in maintaining the supply of nutrients to the growing plants 

and trees in a forest 

A ) Saprotrophs 

8) Which things are get purified by forests . 

A) Air and water 

9) What is the other name for green plants? 

a) Producers 

10) Where do u find the evergreen forests. 

a) Western Ghats 



Q2)Answer the following  

1)Name the various products we get from forests. 

2)Why forests are called GREEN LUNGS? 

3)Draw the food web 

4)Discuss how forests act as self sustaining ecosystems. 

5)How do trees grow in a natural forest. 

Note :- 

 Dear students, 

You are requested to find the answers from the PPT provided. 
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CHAPTER :24 

UNDERSTANDING DIVERSITY (Continue) 

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN BRIEF: 

1. What do you understand by the term ‘Democracy’? 

ANS) Democracy is a form of government in which people 

freely participate in the process of government, 

directly(direct democracy), or through elected 

representatives (representative democracy). 

2. Which important developments in the medieval period 

led to the growth of democratic principles? 

ANS) The Renaissance movement , the glorious 

Revolution of 1688, the American Declaration of 

Independence (1776) , the French Revolution of 1789, 

‘The first and second world wars’ and the Russian 

Revolution of 1917 are the important development in the 

medieval period led to the growth of democratic 

principles. 

3. How is democracy of today different from democracy 

that was followed in the Greek-city- states? 

 ANS)  The earliest democracy began in Athens in the 

sixth century BCE 



 In it’s ancient form, it was called direct democracy. 

 All citizens assembled at one place to ,make laws 

and take decisions regarding the day to day matters 

of Government. 

 When people elect their representatives, who take 

decision or their behalf , it is called a indirect or 

representatives democracy. 

 Indirect democracy is prevalent India , the USA and 

France. 

4. How did the Renaissance movement help the growth 

of Democracy ? 

 ANS) The renaissance movement in Europe 

witnessed the rebirth of art, literature, science, and 

philosophy. 

 The Renaissance humanists revised Greek literature 

and culture. 

 It led to the growth and implementation of the 

concept of democracy. 

 Legislative bodies came into being , which were 

composed of representatives from both aristocratic 

and non-aristocratic families. 

5. What is mean by Universal Adult Franchise? 

ANS) Universal Adult Franchise , means that irrespective 

of education, qualification, caste, colour, creed, region, or 

religion, all citizens above the age of 18 have right to 

vote. 

 


